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Name

Practice
Spelling:

-ion

 1.  

 2.  

 3.  

 4.  

 5.  

 6.  

 7.  

 8.  

 9.  

10.  

11.  

12.  

13.  

14.  

15.  

16.  

17.  

18.  

19.  

20.  

21.  

22.  

23.  

24.  

25.  

Fold back the paper 
along the dotted line. 
Use the blanks to 
write each word as it 
is read aloud. When 
you finish the test, 
unfold the paper. 
Use the list at the 
right to correct any 
spelling mistakes.

Review Words

Challenge Words

 1. impress

 2. correct

 3. elect

 4. discuss

 5. locate

 6. decorate

 7. confuse

 8. estimate

 9. impression

10. correction

11. election

12. discussion

13. location

14. decoration

15. confusion

16. estimation

17. concentrate

18. exhaust

19. concentration

20. exhaustion

21. hopeless

22. fearless

23. forgiveness

24. conclude

25. conclusion
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K Beck

K Beck
•I can identify words with the suffix -ion
•I can define my words with the suffix -ion
•I can understand the meaning of -ion
 •I can spell my words with the suffix -ion correctly
•I can use my words with the suffix -ion correctly in sentences.
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Spelling: 
-ion

Using the Word Study Steps
1. LOOK at the word.

2. SAY the word aloud.

3. STUDY the letters in the word.

 1. disc    s

 2. loca    

 3. imp    ss

 4. el    t

 5. elect    n

 6. correc    on

 7. decor    e

 8. confusi    

 9. concentrati    

10. concentra    

11. discus    on

12. loca      n

13. impress      

14. corre    

15. confu    

16. decora    on

17. estim    ion

18. exhau    

19. exhaust      

20. estim    e

exhaustion impression location elect
decoration discussion discuss correct
election confuse estimation confusion
impress concentration correction concentrate
locate exhaust decorate estimate

4. WRITE the word.

5. CHECK the word.
Did you spell the word right?
If not, go back to step 1.

Fill-Ins
A. Fill in the missing letters of each word to form a spelling word.
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Practice

exhaustion impression location elect
decoration discussion discuss correct
election confuse estimation confusion
impress concentration correction concentrate
locate exhaust decorate estimate

Sort each spelling word by finding the sound and spelling pattern to 
which it belongs. Write the spelling words with the ending spelled:

 -ct
11.  

12.  

 -ss
13.  

14.  

 -ate
 1.  

 2.  

 3.  

 4.  

Write the spelling words with the ending spelled:

 -se
 5.  

 -st

 6.  

 -tion

    7.  

 8.  

 9.  

10.  

15.  

16.  

17 .  

 -sion
18.  

19.  

20.  

Spelling:
-ion
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exhaustion impression location elect
decoration discussion discuss correct
election confuse estimation confusion
impress concentration correction concentrate
locate exhaust decorate estimate

A. Meaning Match
Write the spelling word that matches each clue below. 

 1. the state of being tired 

   

 2. the act of thinking  

 3. to guess  

 4. the result of voting  

 5. to ! nd  

 6. an opinion  

 7 . to talk  

 8. to have a strong effect on 

   

 9. a place  

10. the act of making right 

   

B. Fill in the Blanks
Complete each sentence with a spelling word. Use the word box to 
check your spelling.

11. When Ana Rosa works she needs to   .
12. At ! rst, there was some   about the truth behind the sea 

monster.
13. His Jeep blew   into the air.
14. No one had time to   the porch for the planning meeting.
15. Our ! rst   was that it was a sea monster.
16. They decided to   someone to watch from the tree.
17. Their   about the sea monster lasted into the night.
18. Ana Rosa was   about there being something in the 

water.

Spelling:
-ion
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Practice
Spelling:

-ion

Proofreading
A. Circle the misspelled words in the passage. Write the words 

correctly on the lines below.

Ana Rosa climbed up the gri gri tree in order to concentrayt. It was a 
perfect locasion for watching the ocean. One day, Ana Rosa saw something 
that broke her consentrasion: a sea monster! At ! rst no one believed her, 
but then it turned out that she was correcte. People met to diskus the sea 
monster. Their discustion lasted late into the night. 

1.    3.    5.  

2.    4.    6.  

B. Writing Activity
Write a paragraph about a time when you or a person you know planned an 
event or an activity. Use four words from your spelling list.
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Look at the words in each set below. One word in each set is 
spelled correctly. Use a pencil to fill in the circle next to the correct 
word. Before you begin, look at the sample set of words. Sample 
A has been done for you. Do Sample B by yourself. When you are 
sure you know what to do, you may go on with the rest of the page.

Sample A: Sample B:

! edditt " eddition
# eddit $ edition
% edit & edittion
' editt ( eddittion

1. ! concentrate
# conncentrate
% concenntrate
' concentratte

2. " concetration
$ concentration
& conncetration
( conncentration

3. ! confusse
# connffuse
% conffuse
' confuse

4. " confusion
$ conffusion
& confussion
( conffussion

5. ! correct
# corect
% correckt
' coreckt

 6. " corection
$ correction
& correcktion
( corecktion

 7. ! deccorrate
# decorrate
% deccorate
' decorate

 8. " decorration
$ deccoration
& deccorration
( decoration

 9. ! ellect
# elect
% eleckt
' elleckt

10. " election
$ ellection
& elecktion
( ellecktion

11. ! esttimate
# esstimate
% estimmate
' estimate

12. " estimmation
$ esttimmation
& esttimation
( estimation

13. ! exaust
# exhaust
% exxhaust
' exhaustt

14. " exaustion
$ exxhaution
& exhaustion
( exxaution

15. ! impress
# immpress
% imppress
' impres

16. " imppresion
$ impresion
& immpression
( impression

17. ! locate
# loccate
% locatte
' loccatte

18. " loccation
$ location
& locattion
( loccattion

19. ! discusss
# disscus
% disscuss
' discuss

20. " discussion
$ discusion
& disscussion
( disccussion

%

Spelling:
-ion

$
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